
 

PILATES ARC®

WORKOUT



The Pilates Arc® is lightweight 
Pilates equipment you can use 
to strengthen and tone your 
abdominals, stretch and strengthen 
your spine and get a great overall 
workout in a small space. Just a 
few sessions on the Pilates Arc will 
improve how your body looks, feels 
and performs.

If you are new to Pilates, the Pilates 
Arc will introduce you to the many 
benefits of the Pilates method.

If you are an experienced Pilates 
practitioner, it will help you to 
deepen your core work and enhance 
your class work. Enjoy!

Arc Well Lip

Consult with your physician before beginning this or any other exercise program.
© 2011 Balanced Body Inc. The Pilates Arc is a registered trademark of Balanced Body Inc. U.S. Patent Nos. 7452313 and 7563217.
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STARTING POSITION

Sit in the well of the arc with knees bent, legs 
parallel and feet flat on the floor.

MODIFICATIONS

For tall clients: sit closer to lip or use a pillow or 
box to pad your head as torso rolls back over arc.

BENEFITS

 » Strengthen abdominals

 » Strengthen back

 » Stretch back

 » Stretch shoulder and chest

 » Stretch hip flexors

 » Increase torso flexibility

PRECAUTIONS

 » Neck problems: support head in hands, limit 
range of motion in the Roll Down. Avoid the 
Reach exercise.

 » Back problems: move carefully if you have 
trouble with flexing or extending your spine.

 » Avoid with osteoporosis.

 Well Abdominal Series Prep 
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STARTING POSITION

Place hands behind head with elbows wide and 
fingers lightly touching back of head. Keep 
elbows at edge of your peripheral vision.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Inhale: engage abdominals and sit up tall.

Exhale: draw abdominals deep into body until low 
back contacts arc. Roll back over the arc keeping 
abdominals engaged.

Inhale: take a sip of air and stretch torso.

Exhale: engage abdominals, draw chin into chest, 
slide ribs down front of the torso and roll off arc 
to return to starting position.

2. Roll down until back is on arc

3. Roll off arc to return to starting position

1. Draw abdominals in until low back is on the arc

 Well Abdominal Series WELL ROLL DOWN  (10 REPS)

IMAGERY

 » Narrow the pelvis and pull sit bones together to 
begin roll back. Imagine you have a drawstring 
around your pelvis and you are pulling the 
drawstring tight.

 » Pull the belly button toward the spine. Suck 
abdominals deep into body.

 » Place one vertebra down on the arc at a time. 
Imagine your spine is a string of beads.

 » Peel your back off arc one section at a time. 
Imagine your back is a pancake peeling off  
the arc.

 » Keep elbows wide throughout. If you can see 
more than the very edge of your elbow you 
have brought your arms in too far.

 » Stretch the torso over the arc. Open the front 
of the body toward the ceiling.
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STARTING POSITION

Same as for Well Roll Down.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Inhale: engage abdominals and sit up tall.

Exhale: draw abdominals deep into body until 
low back contacts arc. Roll back over arc keeping 
the abdominals engaged.

Inhale: return to center.

Exhale: rotate to other side.

Inhale: return to center.

Exhale: roll up to return to starting position

1. Oblique Roll Down – Starting Position

4. Rotate torso to one side 5. Return to center 6. Rotate to other side

2. Draw abdominals in and roll down until 
low back is on arc

3. Stretch over arc

 Well Abdominal Series OBLIQUE WELL ROLL DOWN  (10 REPS)
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STARTING POSITION

Reach arms forward with knees bent and  
legs parallel.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Inhale: engage abdominals and sit up tall.

Exhale: draw abdominals deep into body until 
low back contacts arc. Roll back over arc keeping 
abdominals engaged, straighten legs and lift the 
hips out of the well as you raise arms overhead.

Inhale: circle arms out to side and stretch chest.

Exhale: continue to circle arms forward, engage 
abdominals, draw chin into chest and roll torso 
up off the arc as knees bend.

Inhale: return to starting position.

1. Reach – Starting Position 2. Roll down until low back is on arc 3. Extend legs and reach arms overhead 
as torso leans over arc

4. Open arms out to sides 5. Roll the upper body off the arc as 
the arms sweep down and forward

6. Reach arms forward as upper body 
rolls off arc

 Well Abdominal Series REACH  (10 REPS)
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BENEFITS

 » Strengthen oblique abdominals

 » Strengthen back

 » Stretch lateral torso

IMAGERY

 » Maximize the stretch by breathing into the top 
of your ribs while stretching.

 » Imagine your rib cage is an accordion.

 » To help lift your torso imagine someone is 
pulling your leg as you lift torso into a sit up 
position.

 » Support your head with the bottom hand if 
needed.

PRECAUTIONS

 » Neck problems: avoid or support head with 
bottom arm.

 » Back and sacroiliac joint problems: be careful 
if you cannot tolerate lateral flexion.

 » Avoid with osteoporosis.

STARTING POSITION

Sit in well facing sideways. Bend your bottom 
knee with your foot on the floor and reach your 
top leg over the lip with knee straight. Line your 
top leg up with your torso.

 Side Series Preparation
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STARTING POSITION

Reach both arms to the side at shoulder height, 
or overhead for a more difficult version.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Inhale: sit up tall.

Exhale: lean over curve of arc.

Inhale: stretch your ribs.

Exhale: engage side of your torso and slide your 
ribs toward your hips to peel your torso off arc 
and return to starting position.

 Side Series SIDE STRETCH - MERMAID  (6-10 REPS)

1. Starting position - Side Stretch 2. Side Stretch - Both arms up

4. Return to starting position3. Side Stretch - Head supported by bottom hand
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STARTING POSITION

Place your hands behind your head with elbows 
wide. For an easier version, reach both arms to 
the side at shoulder height.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Inhale: shift ribs toward arc.

Exhale: lean over arc to stretch side of torso.

Inhale: straighten torso until body is in one line 
from head to toe.

Exhale: rotate your torso toward floor.

Inhale: rotate your torso slightly to back.

Exhale: rotate torso back to side position. Engage 
side of your waist and lift your torso up to 
starting position.

Inhale: reach top arm toward floor and reach your 
bent arm up to ceiling to stretch to other side.

Flip book to continue 

 Side Series SIDE SIT UPS WITH ROTATION  (6-10 REPS)

2. Lean torso towards arc

4. Rotate torso towards floor

6. Return to starting position

5. Rotate torso back to side

7. Lift torso up and stretch over legs

3. Stretch over arc1. Starting position - Side Sit Ups
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BENEFITS

 » Strengthen inner thighs

 » Strengthen hip flexors

 » Stretch inner thighs, hamstrings and hip 
flexors

IMAGERY

 » Keep weight off your neck.

 » Support yourself on shoulder blades and upper 
back.

 » Don’t rock and roll hips, keep them balanced 
on top of arc.

 » Reach legs as far as is comfortable. Imagine 
your legs are being pulled away from your 
center.

 » Imagine drawing lines on the ceiling with  
your toes.

PRECAUTIONS

 » Neck problems: pad your upper back to keep 
pressure off your neck or avoid.

 » Avoid with osteoporosis.

STARTING POSITION

To get into starting position, sit on top of the arc 
and hold the arc’s sides. Using your abdominals, 
slowly roll back over the arc until your shoulders 
and head are on the mat. Shorter users may 
need to pad the mat to support their head. Hips 
should be firmly supported by the arc and there 
should be no pressure on your neck.

ARC DISMOUNTS

To get off the arc, push it out from under your 
hips and roll to one side.

 Leg Series Preparation INTERMEDIATE
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 Leg Series SCISSORS, BICYCLE, CIRCLES  (4-10 REPS)

SCISSORS: MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Alternately extend one leg to the floor as other 
leg lifts up toward your head.

Breathing pattern: one inhale and one exhale for 
every complete set or one inhale per set.

BICYCLE: MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Move legs in a bicycling motion. Focus on 
opening hips as much as possible. Bicycle legs in 
both directions.

CIRCLES: MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Begin with both legs together. Circle them out  
and around until legs come to your center line. 
Bring legs up the center and back to starting 
position. Circle in each direction. Circles can be 
large or small.

Scissors

Bicycle

Circles
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 Teaser Preparation

BENEFITS

 » Strengthen abdominals

 » Stretch hip flexors

 » Stretch spine

IMAGERY

 » Keep low back in neutral when you are at top 
of Teaser. Feel equal effort on front and back 
of torso.

 » Find the perfect balance point between your 
sit bones and tailbone. Imagine hips are rooted 
to the floor while head and feet are suspended 
from the ceiling.

 » Let the weight of your legs sink femurs into 
hips to stabilize legs.

 » Move smoothly from one position to next. 
Momentum makes it easy, moving with slow 
precision makes it much harder.

PRECAUTIONS

 » Low back problems: keep the low back against 
the arc or avoid.

 » Avoid with osteoporosis.

STARTING POSITION

Sit between well and lip of the arc with back 
against the arc and legs straight.

Back against low slope: For a more supported 
version, remove the step and lean against the low 
slope of the arc.

MODIFICATIONS

Knees bent: if you have tight hamstrings or a 
weak lower back, keep knees bent throughout 
exercise.
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MOVEMENT SEQUENCE #1

Exhale: lift legs off lip and reach hands toward 
feet to come into Teaser position.

Inhale: lower your legs.

Exhale: lift your legs back up to the Teaser 
position.

Repeat the leg lowering and lifting 4 times.

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE #3

Inhale: lower your legs and roll your torso over the 
arc as your arms reach overhead.

Exhale: circle arms around as legs lift, your chin 
draws into your chest and your torso rolls up off 
the arc into the Teaser position.

Repeat the opening and closing of your torso  
2 times.

Starting position - hips in well 2. Roll torso over arc1. Lower legs toward floor

 Teaser Series TEASER  (3-5 REPS)

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE #2

Inhale: roll your torso back over the arc keeping 
your legs high and reaching your arms overhead.

Exhale: reach your arms back to the Teaser 
position as you draw your chin into your chest 
and roll your torso up off the arc.

Repeat the torso roll down and up 4 times.
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 Swan Preparation

BENEFITS

 » Strengthen back and hip extensors

IMAGERY

 » Keep abdominals engaged throughout. No 
sagging stomachs.

 » Keep the back of your body in one smooth bow 
throughout the exercise. Imagine you are a 
rocking horse rocker. Keep the legs reaching up.

 » Keep your shoulders down and wide and your 
neck long throughout.

 » Engage your back, gluteals and hamstrings 
while keeping your torso long and without 
compressing your lower back.

PRECAUTIONS

 » Low back problems: must tolerate extension 
or avoid.

 » Wrist, elbow and shoulder problems: limit 
number of repetitions or avoid.

STARTING POSITION

Lie on top of the arc of the Pilates ArcTM, facing 
the seat with your weight balanced between your 
upper and lower body. Place your hands on the 
lip to begin.
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MOVEMENT SEQUENCE #1

Inhale: use your hands to press up into a long 
back extension. Keep your abdominals engaged.

Exhale: bend your elbows to lower your torso 
toward the floor without changing the shape of 
your back extension (legs will lift).

MOVEMENT SEQUENCE #2

Inhale: use your hands to press up into a long  
back extension.

Exhale: release your arms and rock forward on 
the arc without changing the shape of your back.

Continue to rock back and forth on the arc 
catching yourself on your hands each time.

 Swan  (3-5 REPS)

1a. Starting position

2a. Starting position

1b. Bend elbows and lower torso  
toward the floor

2b. Bend elbows and lower torso  
toward the floor

1c. Straighten elbows

2c. Straighten elbows
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 Bridge Preparation

BENEFITS

 » Strengthen hip extensors (including 
hamstrings and gluteals)

 » Improve pelvic stability

IMAGERY

 » Keep your weight off the neck.

 » Support yourself on the top of your shoulder 
blades and upper back.

 » Pad upper back if necessary to keep pressure  
off neck.

 » Press hips up toward the ceiling smoothly  
and evenly.

 » Imagine you have a ball balanced on your 
pelvis. Don’t let it roll off.

 » Keep hips level as leg lifts and lowers.

PRECAUTIONS

 » Neck problems: pad upper back to keep 
pressure off neck or avoid.

 » Low back problems: must tolerate extension 
otherwise avoid.

 » Avoid with osteoporosis.

STARTING POSITION

Lie supine with your back on mat and low slope 
of the arc against bottom of hips. Place both feet 
on the arc.

MODIFICATION

Flat back: to decrease lumbar flexion and 
increase gluteal and hamstring engagement, 
press hips up toward ceiling with a flat back 
rather than rounding the spine to roll up.
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MOVEMENT SEQUENCE

Exhale: draw abdominals in, engage the gluteals 
and hamstrings and roll hips and spine off mat. 
Don’t roll any higher than top of shoulder blades.

Inhale: hold hips steady.

Exhale: roll back down onto mat to return to 
starting position.

CHALLENGES

Marching: lift one foot off arc keeping hips 
steady. The free leg can be bent or straight. 
Alternate legs.

Shoulder bridge: lift one foot off arc and 
straighten leg toward ceiling with a pointed foot. 
Flex foot and lower leg toward arc. Lift leg back 
up toward ceiling. Bend knee and place foot back 
on arc. Alternate sides.

 Bridge  3-5 REPS

1. Marching - Lift one foot off arc

1. Shoulder Bridge - Lift one leg up 
toward ceiling

2. Lift other foot off arc

2. Flex foot and lower it toward arc 3. Lift leg back up  
toward ceiling

1. Bridge - Starting position 2. Press hips up toward ceiling


